I was grateful to be given the chance to continue my study again at HKBU. Although the decision to
give up my job as a dental nurse which I had been doing for some years was difficult at that time, I have
never regretted it ever since. I must admit that I did not have a specific goal regarding the pursuit of
career, therefore, choosing European Studies as my major study was incidental.

Miss Kitty LAM (;i;timi\'!;)

I spent my first two academicyears in studying French as well as the culture, politics and history of
Europe. I am glad I have chosen this programme because it broadened my world view and at the same
time enhanced my knowledgeof the European societywhich became more and more influential in the
world. It also gave me a direction to choose my future job.
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In Year 3, I had to study in Paris and I have found the time there memorable and fruitful. It gave me
first-hand experienceof the European society, and most importantly, I had the chance to practise French
which I had put in a lot of effort. In addition, I could meet people with different cultural backgrounds,
and I have learnt to introduce my own culture and appreciate theirs at the same time.
Apalt from the knowledgeI gained in those years, the friendship I have with my HKBU classmates and
the people I met in Paris are really invaluable.
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Europe is our playground!

Miss Zora CHAN
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We were all Indiana Jones, with a task to open the Emperor's Tomb. We were well equipped with
various skillsto navigate through all dangerous environments (neither with pistols nor machine guns).
We had to crawl, climb, leap and fly;we had to explore, learn, use and live up. And at certain points, we
had to cry and let go, in return for the promised hidden treasures. In the GIS Department, not just
space is provided, but time, patience, support and love, for students to construct their unique study
module, to develop their personality and to stretch their v\~ngsto reach the untouchable. The four-year
training in the virtual reality adventure game (with a fleeting and episodic timeout in our European
playground) has prepared me for the real adventures in eternity.
They affectionately smiled to welcome us, dedicatedly equipped us to play the game, inchmeal released
their hands and dauntlessly let us stand on our own feet. He is our "doorman" the one I trust most and
has every key we needed; she is our "evergreen" and never brings a tear to us; she is our "glasses" with
her placidity we see this world through. Who are they actually? They could only be angels, aren't they?
With the combination of adventure and guidance of angels, I dare say that, European Studies of the
Hong Kong Baptist University is the most flexible and dynamic programme among teltiary institutions
in Hong Kong. European Studies students at HKBU achieve brilliance, demonstrate giftedness and great
talent and are mature, independent and charismatic, V\~thEurope as their playground.

Livingv\~thdreams is essential as it keeps us motivated with hope when moving on. Having dreams
come true is yet the greatest dream of all. The professors of the European Studies at the Hong Kong
Baptist University allowus to dream and help livingup our dreams. I would like to expressmy gratitude
to all the efforts, dedication, enthusiasm, energy, passion, love,help and inspirations they have given us
all. They are the best of the best!
Miss Kitt CHAN
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It has been my dream to live in Germany, in a totally different world, experiencingsomething new,
meeting different people, learning different cultures, speaking a different language and having a new
lifestyle. The time spent in this four-year unique programmewas really fabulous and it helped realise
my dream. It was definitely the best decision I have ever made in my life to be a university student
major in European Studies (German Stream). This was also the first time I really lovedwhat I was
studying. I was in love with the language, obsessedwith Germany and amazed by the studies.
In these four years, I have been equipped with a third language, an understanding of the European
history, culture, politics and economy V\~thspecific focus on German-speaking areas, and analytical and
critical thinldng sldlls.
What makes this programme unique is our dedicated beloved professors who have invested much time
in our studies and supported us throughout the years and the well planned curriculum-with one-year
stay in Germany which allows us to have further academic and personal development. Our horizons
were broadened and our self-image became different after the year spent in Germany.
All in all, these four years in European Studies

- German

Stream are one of the most essential phases of

my growth. I am well prepared for any future challenges,no matter at work or in other aspects of life.
Thanks for allowingus to growwith dreams and hope!

BienvenueenFrance!Commentallez-vous? 'Practice makes perfect' appears to be a universal truth for
every language learner. Thanks for the dedicated support and endless effort of the professors, the
European Studies Programme had furnished me with a comprehensive and effective language course, in
which I have been well-equipped for my third year study in Paris, the most impressive year throughout
the programme.

Miss CRAN Yu Shan, Erica
(~J1IiJ!ll!)
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Beforeleaving for Paris, I have taken a full-time course at HKBU for two years. All those precious
memories are still fresh in my mind. The whole teaching team was so supportive and enthusiastic.
With their patience and understanding, I had a very enjoyable learning experiencein language class and
other complementary courses. Besides,we learned to embrace the European cultural background from
our professors. This allowsme to develop my capability to communicate with people of different
cultures and sharpen my interpersonal communication skills.
Personally, I have gained so much from HKBU, especially the assistance from my professors in the
European Studies Course. With their continuous encouragement and guidance, I received several
academic honours and scholarships, which helps pave the way for my higher education pursuits and
career prospects. They served as my personal advisors and gave me directions in the academic and
career field. They have exerted such a profound influence on my personal development.

Mter graduation in 200 I, I started my career by stepping into the banking industry, which is
exceptionallychallengingfor a graduate from European Studies. Currently, I am working in the business
banking, which exclusivelyservesfor the corporate accounts. Time flies,we have been growingup since
graduation. No matter where I am, I would like to expressour deepest gratitude to our dearest
professors in the European Studies Course and HKBU.

